A lg e b ra ic A p p r o a c h to th e F ix e d P o in t S tr u c tu r e o f th e Q u a n tu m M e c h a n ic a l D ir a c -C o u lo m b S y s te m Nivedita Nag and Rajkumar Roychoudhury Physics and Applied Mathematics Unit Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta-700035 Z. Naturforsch. 50a, 995-997 (1995); received June 30, 1995 It is shown that a non-perturbative ß like function can be obtained for a Dirac-Coulomb system with both vector and scalar couplings using the properties of 0(2,1) algebra and the tilting operator mechanism.
Ten years ago Leung et al. [1] estimated the nonperturbative ß function in QED [2] [3] [4] [5] 
where a* = ^n, 0 < 0 < n for the ground state. Later Papp [6] applied the quantum mechanical 1/N method to obtain the ß function in the quantum me chanical Dirac-Coulomb system. However the 1/N description of the Dirac-Coulomb system, though non-perturbative in the sense that it is valid both for small and large coupling constants, is perturbative in the parameter 1 /N. We here show that a more elegant and straight forward technique, viz. the SO (2,1) alge braic method can be applied to the quantum mechan ical Dirac-Coulomb system to obtain ß like functions. We define the ß-function ß(a) = -x da where x0 is related to the tilting operator 6, which will be defined below.
Here we use the 0(2,1) [7] [8] [9] formalism to obtain exact results for a potential V(r) with Vv = -a/r and V s = -a/r, of V. We also use the scaling variational approach to show that, though this approach is sup posed to give only approximate results, it yields exact eigenvalues in this particular case. The Dirac equation for a potential with vector and scalar parts equal to -a/r and -a/r, respectively, is given by
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(the units are such that h = c = 1). The generators of 0(2,1) algebra appropriate for the Hamiltonian (2) are given by (these are the gener alized versions of the operator given in [7] ) r" = 1 2 1 r < = 2 rp2 + r+ -■{-a2 + a2 -i(a a r-ßaxr) rp2 -r+ ~\ -a + a -/( a a r -ß a tx r )
The generators satisfy the commutation relations of the Lie algebra of the group 0(2,1), which are (using notations of [7] ) given by The Casimir operator is given by Q2 = r 0 2 -r 2 -T2 = J 2 -a2 + a2 -i(cc -ßa)ar = n'(n' + 1),
ri denoting the eigenvalue of Q. Q2 can be written as
where
r has the eigenvalues y = ± j + X -| -ccz + a'
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If we diagonalize F0 simultaneously with q 2, then the eigenvalues of F0 will be given by n = y + n,
where « = 0,1,2,.... With the condition that if j = 1 -Vi, n will not take the value 0. From the Hamiltonian (2) we define the operator rp 2 -(E2 -m2)r -2ctE -2am 1 + a + a -i(a -ßa)<xr (11) which is appropriate for the second order Dirac equaaN tion obtained by applying ( h + -J on the equation
Using (11), the second order Dirac equation can be expressed as 0«F = 0.
In terms of the generators of 0(2,1) algebra 0 = r o + r 4 -( £ 2-m 2)(ro-r 4) -2<xE -2am.
We now use the tilting operator formalism by writing ip = eiOTif,
The generators are transformed as [7] r 0 -> r 0 cosh 9 + F4 sinh 9, r 4 -»• r 4 cosh 0 + r 0 sinh 8.
Equation (13) 
Solving for E, we get m E = (y + n)2 + cc1 (y + n) J{y + n)2 -a2 + a2 -a a (20) which agrees completely with the result obtained by Tutik [10] if one takes y = 3.
Scaling Variational Approach
From (17), taking only the diagonal part, we get n e " -( E 2-m 2) h e -" -2 o iE -2 a m = 0. (21) We choose 9 such that the energy is minimum, i.e.
6 e n d2e -= 0 and --y > 0. 
Now we choose 9 in such a manner that the coefficient of r 4 vanishes. Alternatively we can choose 9 to min imize E. For non solvable cases only the second method is feasible. We discuss this in the following.
Equation (23) In a normalization scheme, where a is independent of 9a n2 (28) 9a n' dx0 ~ (n2 + a2) where n = y j \ -a2 + a2 for the ground state.
The result (28) is valid for the ground state. The value of ß obtained from (28) is identical with that obtained by Papp [6] if one takes N =3. It is to be noted that x0 is the location of the minimum for the ground state energy. Since our result is obtained for N =3, the other conclusions regarding the ß function obtained [6] will only hold good if one takes N=3. For the special case a = a, we find = a 1 + a 2
This result is also identical with the result obtained in [6] for N=3. To conclude, the algebraic method can yield the quantum mechanical ß function for the Dirac-Cou lomb system in an elegant and straight forward way.
